Solid Movable Walls
Making room for change.

The simple, efficient design and built-in flexibility of Beyond solid movable walls respond to today’s workplace needs and tomorrow’s possibilities. Now you’re free to imagine spaces that fit your aesthetic and follow your direction. Move beyond permanent construction solutions and rigid space planning to create flexible workspaces that are ready to reconfigure for future change.
Beyond Solid Movable Walls

Ultimate Flexibility
Beyond solid walls integrate fully with Beyond framed and frameless glass movable walls to create a unique and flexible workspace. Clean, modern walls offer a multitude of tiling options and finishes while adding functionality. The universal frame design simply creates effective spaces yet is ready to move and change quickly. Easy reconfiguration supports longer product use, making Beyond a more sustainable choice.

Ease of Installation and Reconfiguration
Quality-controlled, precision-built unitized construction installs quickly and easily. Non-progressive design allows walls to move independently, making reconfiguration easy with minimal disruption. Tiles are assembled to frames before they ship for a high-quality fit and finish, with fewer parts and less packaging. Exclusive, patented scissor-lift leveling mechanisms are integrated within the base channel and adjust easily with a simple power tool.

Design Options
Wall tiles can be mounted vertically or horizontally on a single frame design and come in a variety of patterns, materials, and finishes. Furniture can also be integrated vertically into slotted standards or horizontally with off-modular supporting integrated rails. Walls are available in monolithic and segmented options. Butt-jointed and tile-to-the-floor options are also available for a clean, minimal aesthetic.
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Beyond Solid Wall Specifications

Solid Walls
- Heights from 7’ to 10’
- Widths from 8” to 60”
- ¼” increments
- 3” thick wall
- Integrate with:
  - Beyond frameless glass walls
  - Beyond framed glass walls

Wall Types
- Monolithic
- Segmented
- Clerestory
- Integrated glass

Wall Tile Materials
- Painted steel
- Tackable fabric
- Marker board
- Back-painted glass
- Laminate
- Veneer

Wall STC Values
- Solid wall with steel tiles
  - STC 39: No insulation
  - STC 44: Standard insulation
- Solid wall with wood tiles
  - STC 36: No insulation
  - STC 44: Standard insulation

Leveling
- Leveling capability in the base is +/- ¾” (1½” travel range)
- Allows for +/- ¾” float at the top

Base Trim
- Standard base height is 4 7/8”
- Modular electrical base height is 5 ¾”

Posts
- In-line, 2-way, 3-way, 4-way, and 135°
- Anodized and painted finishes

Power Capacity
- Modular
  - 8-wire, 4-circuit system
  - One or two receptacle options
- Hardwired
  - J-box and conduit installed
  - Single, double, and quad-port options
  - Accepts commercially available receptacles and faceplates

Doors
- Sliding, pivot, and hinged doors
- Single- and double-door options
- Door finish options
  - Plate glass
  - Aluminum framed glass
  - Veneer
  - Painted
  - Laminate

Learn more about Beyond
Use your smartphone to scan this EZcode or visit allsteeloffice.com.
Go to getscanlife.com to download the app.